
Night is a natural phenomenon that has fascinated 
humans since prehistoric times. Synonymous with 
mystery, it can be equally enchanting or terrifying, 
to young and old alike…
This exhibition proposes a journey through starry skies, 
a forest inhabited by active nocturnal wildlife and a 
quiet spot for reverie on sleep and dreams, wrapping 
up with myths of monsters in the night.

STAR GAZING…

The subject of the exhibit ion is “nature at night ” as a whole, with 
a cross-cutt ing mult idisciplinary approach to the phenomenon. 
One of the exhibit ion’s first object ives is to provide a solid basis 
for naked-eye astronomy… 

WILD NIGHTLIFE

Visitors explore an imaginary forest where 250 specimens of plants 
and animals both familiar and foreign mingle, sharing nocturnal 
habits.

A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP

Stil l in the dark, an animal dormitory offers visitors peace 
and quiet… with the exception of noisy breathing and snoring. 
Fundamental quest ions about sleep and dreams are addressed 
beforehand in a li fe -sized bedroom.

MYTHS AND MONSTERS OF THE NIGHT

Before leaving, shadow games and visual effects come together in 
a gallery of legendary creatures where vampires and werewolves 
reveal their origins, their symbology and their many varied 
incarnations.
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HOSTING
 THE EXHIBITION

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Production: 
Muséum national d’Histoire naturelle, Paris

First showing in Paris: 
12 February – 3 November 2014

Target audience: families, school groups

Website: http://www.nuit.mnhn.fr

The exhibition opened at the Grande Galerie 
de l’Evolution in Paris in February 2014 and will be 
adapted for touring. The full 500 m2 modular 
version is available for advance hire, and 
an 80 m2 educational kit will be made available 
in September 2014.

FULL VERSION

Modular surface available:  500 m2

Highlights: 
> The stellarium
> The forest
> The thermal camera
> The animal dormitory 

SMALL VERSION

Surface available: 200 m2

Content: to be defined 

EDUCATIONAL KIT

Modular surface available: 80 m2

Content: to be defined 

RATES AND AVAILABILITY

Contact:

Kinga Grege
Touring exhibitions manager

+ 33 (0)1 40 79 54 34 
kinga.grege@mnhn.fr

Service des expositions 
Département des galeries 
Muséum national d’Histoire naturelle
57, rue Cuvier - 75231 Paris cedex 05

http://www.mnhn.fr/fr/expositions-itinerantes

On a starry night

Nature at night

A good night’s sleep

A good night’s sleep


